What is MaintMaster® all about?
The 101 on MaintMaster
You have a production facility such as a factory, plant or some other technical equipment that you rely on to
manufacture, refine or add value to some goods. You depend on the ability to produce.
MaintMaster helps you achieve a reliable, predictable production capacity. It’s like the service book of your
machines, only in a more convenient format with lots of possibilities to improve your business.

What is MaintMaster?
In MaintMaster you will find your entire site. All machines, buildings, equipment and departments. You can
easily keep track of what is happening to all your assets; measure, get decision support and search in your
knowledgebase. MaintMaster manages all your tasks, such as fault reports, lubrication rounds, inspections, and
improvements. There are spare part lists for all equipment and a complete stock room handling including
purchase order management. All your resources, suppliers and contacts are kept up to date in your system.
In short, MaintMaster is the only IT-support you need for managing a maintenance department and an
extremely powerful tool to get operational reliability.
But MaintMaster is also the much-needed link between maintenance and operations. The link that allow
operations according to 5S, TPM or Lean. Get information from, and send feedback to, the operators facing the
problems. Monitor downtime, advertise service and facilitate the power of cooperation.
Finally, MaintMaster is your choice for decision support. Many people think this is about nice charts and flashy
reports. And of course, that is an integrated and powerful feature of MaintMaster. But the real power lies in
collecting data, making sure the information to base your decision upon is complete. It’s all about making it
available and easy to use. MaintMaster is inspiring!

Why MaintMaster?
The power of a system depends on how well it supports your routines. No matter where you are today and the
road ahead. The flexibility and configurability of MaintMaster is unrivaled by any system, and you can do it
yourself. Whenever your business needs changes, you can support this change in MaintMaster, easily testing
and establishing new ways to work in minutes.
Intuitive, consistent, modern user interface with great flexibility ensures low learning curves and easy adoption.
MaintMaster is truly easy to implement into any organization. Since MaintMaster always meet your current
needs, there’s no need to be more advanced than your current situation demands. Start small and grow as you
discover all the possibilities!

MaintMaster is available
Being a cloud service, MaintMaster is immediately available wherever you are. All you need is a computer and
an Internet connection. No server, no hassle, no investment. Pay as you go, expand as your need changes.
Learn more about the advantage of MaintMaster as a cloud service at www.maintmaster.com.
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